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International
๏ MXI products are now available in Russia and will  be shipped via USPS from our 

USA warehouse.  Products available to Russian distributors: Nuggets, XPower 
Squares, Omega Squares, and XProtein Meal Replacement.

๏ Italy is now up and running and ships from the Netherlands warehouse.  
Products include: Nuggets, XPower Squares, Omega Squares and XProtein.

๏ Currently in the process of opening US Virgin Islands and St. Maarten.  We will 
only be doing business and shipping to the Dutch side of St. Maarten, however.

๏ Negotiations underway for opening Costa Rica with XProtein, Nuggets, XPower 
Squares an possibly Xe.

๏ World Pay application is in the process of being completed.  Once finalized, this 
will  allow for international  customers which do not own a credit card to become 
distributors.

๏ The Healthy Peanut Butter Cups are approved in Australia and will be available 
for purchase soon.

๏ Our XProtein Shake is currently under reformulation to be re-released in Sweden 
due to an ingredient which is no longer approved in this country.  For those 
distributors which have this product on their auto-ship have been informed via 
email  to change their auto-ship, or cancel their current order.  For those 
distributors who have missed their scheduled auto-ship due to this will have any 
volume put into the correct week.  The new formulation is scheduled to be 
completed in November.

๏ EU F.A.B. is undergoing assembly; all  the voices and teams in the EU are being 
incorporated during this selection process.

๏ Dan has looked into the possibility of pre-paying auto-ships in increments of 3 
months and delegating the volume to the appropriate weeks.  Unfortunately, our 
system will  not allow for the volume to be split between the correct weeks, 
making this an unviable option.

IT Department
๏ USPS mailing service is in the process of being integrated with our UPS system.  

Puerto Rico, New Zealand, St. Maarten, and the Virgin Islands will be set-up on 
this system.  Our previous shipping cost was in error and has been changed to 
reflect the correct shipping cost moving forward.
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๏ Pricing has been modified in our EU countries to include the import cost in the 
actual product cost.  Invoices now reflect this change as well.  VAT tax and 
independent shipping costs apply to the final total depending on the country.

CPR Team
๏ Educated the distributors about the auto-ship loyalty, skip options, different 

product choices, etc. via phone and email.

๏ CPR Team recovers an average of $35,000 per week by following up and 
contacting distributors in regards to declined credit cards for auto-ships

Customer Service
๏ Canada Pack-Promos: the issue in regards to communication of promo packs 

between the Canadian Warehouse and USA Warehouse has been resolved and 
is being closely monitored; all packs have now been sent.

๏ New Xobiotic product is now available in the Canadian warehouse as the stock 
previously available was near or past the best by date.

Q & A
๏ An email  will be send out to our international  distributors as well as our leaders 

notifying them of the product cost change in the EU. 

๏ Looking into the sponsor ID and email on the “A New Member has Joined your 
Team” letter which is issued when a new enrollee is established in your downline.  

๏ MXI will set-up email notifications to alert Diamonds and Above when there are 
international issues.

๏ IT  currently looking into giving the inactive auto-ship report the functionality to 
look at data 365 days back.  

Next Diamond/International Combined Call on October 25th, 2011@ 8:00 am (PST)        
These Minutes may be distributed
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